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TOPIC: ADJUNCTS /ADVERBIALS 

An adjunct can be a single adverb or group of words that add more information or meaning to 

a sentence. 

It also tells you the ‘how’, ‘when’, where’, ‘degree’, ‘why’ or ‘purpose’ of an action. 

An adjunct can be in form of the following unlike adverbs. 

i. Noun Phrase: to indicate time. Example: “The Previous Week” 

                                                                     Article   Modifier    Noun 

ii. Adverbs or adverb Phrases: to indicate manner. Example: so suddenly, quickly, 

very, and slowly etc.  

iii. Prepositional Phrases: to show time and Place. Example: in the backyard, after the 

party, by the special grace of God etc.  

Note: adjuncts can be removed from a sentence without affecting the meaning of the 

sentence. 

Examples of adjuncts in a sentence: 

i. He went away after he saw the man. Here, the underlined, shows the time the man 

went away. 

ii. In the morning, we got up and went into the town. (time) 

iii. They decided to meet again the following week. (time) 

iv. Some of the students marched forward with confidence. (How) 

v. My mother came so suddenly. (time) et cetera. 

 Adjuncts can also be used in form of a clause which is a group of words with finite verb. 

These adjuncts have verbs but cannot be a complete sentence when used alone. Examples: 

i. If the queue is not long, Aliu will be able to buy his snacks on time (condition). 

ii. The baby’s clothes had to be washed, because they were dirty (Reason) et cetera. 

The Grammatical Functions of an Adjunct 

Adjuncts or adverbials perform different functions in a sentence. 

1) Adjunct of Time/ Adverbial of Time: 

This is when an adjunct shows the time of an action. It answers the question “when”.  

Examples: 

i. They decided to meet again the following week. 
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ii. The train finally arrived at 10:00pm. 

iii.  Afoma slept in her mum’s room last night. 

iv. She came late. etc. 

2) Adjunct of Place: 

This is where an adjunct shows where an action happened and answers the question “where”. 

It can be introduced with preposition.  

Examples: 

i. At the assembly, the students had a short meeting. 

ii. They were playing under the tree 

iii. My brother lives in Lagos. 

3) Adjunct of Manner: 

It shows how an action happened. It answers the question “How”. 

Examples: 

i. Simon drinks his pints like a demon. 

ii. The new teacher taught us with confidence. 

iii.  He behaved rudely. 

iv. He rushed inside in a confused manner. 

v.  Ifeoma carried on as the boss. 

4) Adjuncts of Frequency: 

It shows how often an action happens. It answers the question “How often”. 

Examples: 

i. She comes here often. 

ii. The shop opens at eight o’clock every Tuesday. 

iii. He smoked a cigarette each hour daily. 

iv. I go there twice a week et cetera. 

Other examples: occasionally, always, very, too, often et cetera. 

5) Adjunct of Degree: 

It shows how much an action happened. It answers the question “How much”. 

Examples: 

i. She is good but quite lazy. 

ii. He didn’t work hard enough. 

iii.  I wouldn’t worry at all. 

iv.  This box isn’t big enough et cetera. 

6) Adverb of Condition: 

It shows the condition in which an action happened. It answers the question “under what 

condition”.  

Examples: 

i. If you ask me nicely, I will give you some cake. 
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ii.  I will come as long as the bus comes. 

iii. Ifeoma will swim, unless the water is too cold. 

EVALUATION: 

I. Define an adjunct 

II.  Explain how an adjunct can be formed. 

III.  Write the functions of adjuncts with two examples each. 

IV. Identify the adjunct in the sentences and state the functions. 

a) Unless you invite me for the wedding, I will not attend it. 

b) My mother will not buy provision for you, if you don’t pass the exam. 

c) Politically, Nigeria is making progress. 

 

 

WEEK FOUR PERIOD II: 

TOPIC: VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT-WORDS ASSOCIATED WITH 

RELIGION. 

Religion is a belief in and worship of a super human controlling power especially a personal 

God or gods. 

Expressions Associated with Religion: 

i. Convent: is a person transformed into a certain religious group.  

ii. Fanaticism: is an extreme devotion or zeal to a God or gods. 

iii.  Hermit: is a person living in solitude as a religious discipline. 

iv. Atheist: is a person who disbelieves or lacks belief in the existence of God or gods. 

v. Martyr: is a person who is killed because of their religious or other belief. 

vi. Divination: the practice of seeking knowledge of the future or unknown by the 

supernatural means. 

vii. Catechism: A summary of the principles of Christian religion in form of questions 

and answers used for religious instruction. 

Evaluations or Questions: 

i. Identify other words associated with religion. 

ii.  Write their meaning and use them in sentence form. 

 

PERIOD III: 

TOPIC: LISTENING COMPREHENSION-LISTENING FOR SUMMARY 

THROUGH IDENTIFICATION OF KEY WORDS. 

Summary is defined as a brief form of a passage. 

In summary, long piece of work is shortened into a much shorter piece keeping only the 

essential information. 

In summary, only the key words are required. 

Key words are the pointers towards the message or theme of the writing. 
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It explains the main points or ideas which are the essential points of each paragraph. 

Key words in a passage must be identified to aid in comprehending the passage which 

summarise the main point. 

The key words can be in the beginning, middle or at the end of a paragraph or a passage. 

They are introduced sometimes with linkers which link them to the main ideas and the 

supporting details. 

Examples of these linker or transitional words are; first, second, third, also, furthermore, 

despite, however, moreover, consequently, also, thus et cetera. 

 

WEEK FIVE PERIOD I 

TOPIC: ANTONYMS 

Antonym is a word that has a meaning opposite to the meaning of another word or nearly 

opposite in meaning.  

It shows a relationship in contrast. For example: the word “wrong”, if the word is wrong, it is 

not right.  

Antonyms are often derived by adding a prefix to the word. 

Prefix is a morpheme or small word added in front of the root word. Examples: 

Un + settle=Unsettle  

Il + legal=Illegal et cetera. 

Note that the meaning of a word depends on the context in which it appears.  

Often times, opposites are also derived by changing the suffix of a word. Suffix means small 

morpheme or word added at the end of a word. Examples: 

Useful=Useless 

Careful=Careless. 

Some has totally different word to form opposite of a word. 

Examples:  

Words Opposites 

Smooth Rough 

Bold Timid 

Strong Weak 

Good Bad 

Friendly Hostile 

Tall Short 

Rich Poor 

Optimist Pessimist 
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Meaning of Some Prefix Word: 

Prefix Meaning Root-word New-word 

Mal Badly Treat Maltreat 

Proto First/original Type Prototype 

Dis Opposite of Loyal Disloyal 

Auto Self Matic Automatic 

Un Not Kind Unkind 

Semi Half Literate Semi-literate 

Pan All-world African Pan-African. 

 

Suffixes have their Meaning: 

Suffix Meaning Root-word New-word 

Less Without Child Childless 

Ful Having Help Helpful 

Ness State Happy Happiness 

Ity State/Quality Sane Sanity 

Able Worthy to Read Readable 

Age Result of Activity Drain Drainage 

 

EXERCISE: 

1. Define an Antonym 

2.  Choose the word that is opposite in meaning to each of the underlined word. 

i. To encourage productivity, we must reward industry and------laziness. 

ii.  Some outspoken social critics live a ---------family life. a) Reserved b) Happy 

c)Boisterous d) Still. 

3. Supply the words opposite in meaning to these words: 

i. Deplete 

ii. Bold 

iii.  Light 

iv. Black 

v. Strong 

vi. Illegible 

vii. Fortune. 

 

PERIOD II 

TOPIC: LISTENING COMPREHENSION TO INDICATE DIRECTION: Left turn, 

Right turn, Straight-head, Round-about a specific sign post. 

                         ROAD SIGNS 

They are signs to be abided to for safety of the road. 

a) Regulatory Traffic Signs: It controls the traffic flow as well as ensure road safety. It is 

always in circular shape divided into two that are easy to spot. 
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b) Prohibitory Signs: It is the sign that prohibit you from doing something. It is mostly 

circle painted in red and yellow colour. Usually the banned objects are written in the centre 

with a diagonal line crossing through. 

c) Mandatory Sign: It gives instructions and always in blue circle but no red border. 

d) Informative Signs: They are usually rectangular in shape and provide guidance 

information. 

e) Warning Signs: They are usually in triangular shape with red perimeter. The only one 

warning sign with inverted triangle means yield or give way. 

EVALUATION: 

i) Mention the road signs and their meaning 

ii) Write their functions. 

Answer the passage “Road Traffic Accident” on page 130 of your New Oxford Textbook. 

 

WEEK SIX: PERIOD I 

TOPIC: SYNONYMS 

They are words or groups of words that have a special kind of semantic resemblance to one 

another. 

They are words that are nearly the same in meaning. 

The meaning of a word depends on the context in which it appears. For instance: smart, 

sharp, and clever in isolation appear to have the same meaning, but when they are used in 

sentences, the story will definitely change. 

Examples of some words and their synonyms: 

Word Synonym 

Terrify Frighten, scare 

Ferocious Cruel, Fierce, Ruthless 

Terminate End, abort 

Torture Torment 

Turmoil Confusion 

Vivacious Lively, Gay, Cheerful 

Frank Outspoken, Candid 

Sociable Friendly 

Consistent Reliable 

Fearless  Bold, Brave 

Recommend Suggest 

Principal Main 

Extravagant Wasteful, Unrestrained 

Indigent Poor 

Charlatan Impostor 
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Use of Synonyms in sentence form 

i. His refusal to leave office after many years triggered the crisis (cause) 

ii. The reply he gave to the question was ambiguous (vague) 

iii.  I left the place after an hour of insipid (boring, uninteresting, conversation) 

iv. We must develop the will to tackle (solve) our problems. 

v.  The illiterates in most societies are considered (seen) as living on the fringe of 

society. 

EVALUATION:  

1. Define synonyms 

2.  Choose the word that is nearest in meaning to the underlined word as used in the 

sentence. 

i. The task before us is enormous a) Great b) awkward c) heavy d) serious 

ii. We had to prevail upon him to accept. a) Overrule b) cajole c) persuade d) force. 

 

WEEK SIX PERIOD II 

TOPIC: READING TO MAKE NOTES  

Note-taking is a technique of recording important information for future use. Good notes 

should be brief as possible without leaving out important points.  When writing a note, ask 

yourself three reasons why we make notes while reading. Title of the Passage/Book/Chapter 

helps to anticipate the main ideas of the text. Main idea and supporting details are drawn out 

from the text. Main idea is a sentence that explains the entire passage. Supporting details are 

sentences that explain the main idea in a sentence. 

When taking notes, use your own words relating the ideas to one another and arrange in 

appropriate form. When reading to take notes, it is necessary to jot down the name of the 

author, date of publication, the title of the book, name of the publisher, the number of pages 

et cetera. Note that when you want to comment on what you are reading keep these ideas 

separate from those from the text and you may highlight your comments by putting a ring 

round them or by putting them in a box. 

EVALUATION 

1. What are ways of taking a note? 

2. Write out note on the topic “The Dangers of Smoking” and answer the question. 

 

WEEK EIGHT PERIOD I 

TOPIC: COMPEX SENTENCES 

Sentence is a group of words that form a statement, command, exclamation or question. It 

contains a subject and a verb which must end with full stop, exclamation mark or question 

mark. 

A sentence may contain one or more clauses or phrases. 

Sentence is divided into subject, verb, complement, object and adverbial. Example: 
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Jesus wept.    

Subject Verb    

Kunle      gave    the girl    an orange last week. 

Subject   Verb   Object     Object Complement 

Types of Sentence: 

1) Simple Sentence 

2) Compound Sentence 

3) Complex Sentence. 

Complex sentence is a sentence with independent or main clause and one or more dependent 

or subordinate clause. 

Independent clause can stand on its own in terms of meaning while dependent or subordinate 

clause cannot stand on its own in term of meaning but depend on the main clause for its 

meaning. 

The dependent clause in a complex sentence is usually introduced by subordinating 

conjunction. Examples: because, until, as soon as, so that, which, in order to, that et cetera. 

 Examples: 

i. The teacher flogged him because he jumped the fence. 

ii. This is the girl who danced very well at the party. 

Note: that subordinate or dependent clause depends on the main clause to be meaningful. 

Relative Clause: It does the work of the adjectives by telling us more about the noun in the 

main clause. It is introduced by any of these relative pronouns which, who, when, whose, that 

and what et cetera. The pronoun used to refer back to the noun mentioned earlier in the main 

clause. Most of the time, it is nearer the noun itself. Examples: 

i. This is the key which I just bought. It modifies the noun “key”. 

ii.  Is that the boy who stole the box?   Who stole the box modifies the noun boy. 

iii. The man who is standing there is my uncle. 

Note that “which” is used for animals and object while “who” for human beings. ‘That’ is 

used for both humans and objects. ‘Whose’ is used to show possessiveness 

 EVALUATION 

i. Define Complex sentence 

ii.  What is the difference between subordinate clause and independent clause 

Identify each of the following sentences and break them into main and dependent clauses. 

i. Although the manager came late, he was in the factory before most of the workers. 

ii. The boy who is working in the library is my intimate friend. 

iii. Write two examples of complex sentences? 
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PERIOD II 

TOPIC: LISTENING COMPREHENSION-Listening to tell the meaning of words in 

context 

Using the passage “Building roads” of our text-book on page 196 and 197. 

New Words and their Meaning: 

i. Essential-Absolute necessary or extremely important. 

ii. Facilitated- To make (an action or process) easy or easier. 

iii. Entailed- To cause or involve by necessity or as a consequence. 

iv. Evident- To plain or clear to the sight or understanding. 

v. Aid-To help. 

Note: the meaning of these words must be related to the context it is used. 

EVALUATION 

Answer the passage and explain the meaning of words in “L” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


